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In 1996, a civil war broke out in Nepal between the national security forces and the Maoist political movement led by the
Communist Party of Nepal – Maoists (CPNM). The conflict came to an end a decade later in November 2006. In 2007 an
interim government was established that incorporated the CPNM. However, the conflict over justice still remains to be
resolved.
The end of the civil war culminated in the Comprehensive Peace Accord (CPA), which was signed by the seven political parties
in Nepal, including the CPNM. However, the subsequent Enforced Disappearances Enquire, Truth and Reconciliation Act,
2071 (TRC Act) 2014 has resulted in provisions that are not in compliance with the CPA and do not uphold Nepal’s obligations
under international law.
The idea of providing amnesty for war crimes is antithetical to the general principles of international law; however, the current
Nepalese stance is proamnesty. Due to this there is a lack of trust in the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) and
other transitional justice mechanisms and to date, the judiciary has played the largest role in the transitional justice system of
Nepal. In personal interviews, the victims of the conflict expressed their lack of trust in the TRC, stating that because the
perpetrators of the crimes were part of the committee itself, they did not expect justice.
While the CPA does not mention amnesty at all, Section 13(2) and 13(3) of the TRC Act have been read together to suggest
that existing cases could be sent to the TRC for consideration, which could delay or even obstruct criminal investigations. This
read along with Section 29 could provide for amnesty if deemed reasonable, except in cases of rape and grave rights
violations. Additionally, the definition of grave rights violations has not been clearly defined and has been used inconsistently.
While the Supreme Court has challenged the Truth and Reconciliation Ordinance as well as the TRC Act, which they have
deemed to be unconstitutional, the implementation of the rulings is yet to be seen.
In contrast to what has transpired in Nepal, the transitional justice system in the Solomon Islands had a provision for amnesty,
which was guaranteed under the Townsville Peace Agreement (TPA), but later all the perpetrators were tried for their crimes.
The National Parliament of the Solomon Islands enacted two acts before the formation of the TRC, granting amnesty to people
who would have been held guilty for their crimes during the civil war, as well as weapons amnesty and general amnesty as
provided under the TPA. A largely Christian nation, many people in the Solomon Islands pushed for the forgiveness bill, but
this is yet to be passed and only a few cases have been granted amnesty to date. Moreover, the judiciary has conducted
several ‘tension trials’ in which former combatants who testified to their wrongdoings in belief that they would be provided
amnesty ended up being convicted. Combatants who committed acts such as murder were sentenced to life imprisonment.
Unlike the transitional justice system of the Solomon Islands and the TPA, where there was a provision for amnesty, there was
no express mention of providing amnesty in the CPA in Nepal, but the TRC included such a provision. To make matters worse,
a 9point agreement was signed between the current government and the CPNM that also included a provision for amnesty.
A major concern for the perpetrators of war crimes is universal jurisdiction; they cannot leave Nepal as they could be tried for
their crimes outside the country. Many fear the same fate as Colonel Kumar Lama, who had committed wartime atrocities and
later fled to the United Kingdom only to be imprisoned there on two counts of torture. While this may not be of concern to every
perpetrator, this does concern people in the higher levels of security forces, including those who work for the peacekeeping
forces of the United Nations. The TRC Act, which may protect the perpetrators at the domestic level, does not protect them at
the international level.
As a country that is heavily dependent on foreign aid and also a party to most Human Rights Conventions, Nepal’s push for
amnesty has been shortlived. A provision of a special court, comprised of a domestic and foreign jury is something that could
become a reality.
The establishment of the TRC is the Government’s final opportunity to provide the victims of the civil war with reparations and
justice. But as hundreds of cases have already been shelved, people have lost hope in the TRC. Similar to the case of
Cambodia where the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia only awarded “collective and moral” reparations, in
Nepal the Government cannot bare the financial burden of monetary reparations. The international community will likely have a
huge role to play in the Nepalese Government providing the victims reparations; however, the international community would
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not support a system that goes against its principles. Thus the long running debate around the push for amendments in the
TRC Act continues, as well as the fight for transitional justice in Nepal.
*Harsh Mahaseth is currently pursuing his bachelor’s degree in law from the National Academy of Legal Studies and
Research (NALSAR). He has previously assisted the Centre of Legal Studies (CLS) in monitoring the transitional
justice process in Nepal. With an aim to go back to Nepal and help establish a sustainable environment for peace and
prosperity, he has been dedicated to International Humanitarian and Criminal Law with these forming his prime areas
of interest.
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